BRAAAAAAINS!!!
Austen Williams, below, satisfies his hunger for brains during Cheyenne ZombieFest's brain-eating competition on Oct. 1. A chained zombie, right, lunges at passersby in the Historic Cheyenne Depot Plaza.

Innocent and deadly:
College Board of Trustees’ Chairwoman Brenda Lyttle, above, makes a motion to eat some brains. Two young zombies, right, savagely consume a “hot dog.”

Divinely creepy:
An undead nun and her zombie student, page center, lurch down Capitol Avenue during the Cheyenne ZombieFest’s Zombie Walk.

To view a documentary on Wingspan online editor Jeffrey Pallak’s, opposite page, transformation into a zombie menace, visit: wingspan.lccc.wy.edu/MultimediaHome.html

Toys of the dead:
Eris Dresden, above, who turns 2 in November, fiercely protects her zombie doll amid undead horrors in the Historic Cheyenne Depot Plaza.